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IN THE COURT OF THE ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE 

TEZPUR, SONITPUR 

 

 

SESSIONS CASE NO.123/2017 

GR CASE NO.693/2010 

U/s 366 of IPC 

 

State 

-Vs- 

 Md. Ainul Haque                   ------Accused 

 

 

Present 

Smti Munmun B.Sarma 

                                          Asst. Sessions Judge 

Tezpur, Sonitpur 

 

Counsel for Prosecution : Mr. N. K. Mishra, APP 

Counsel for Defence  :                           , Advocate 

 

 

Evidence  : 31-07-2017 

Argument : 31-07-2017 

Judgment : 11-08-2017 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

1) On 20-04-2010 complainant Sri Bapu Kumar Damai filed an FIR at 

Borghat OP, under Tezpur PS stating inter-alia that on 16-04-2010 at around 

10 a.m. his sister Ranjita Devi went missing. On enquiry, they came to know 
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that the accused Ainul Haque had kidnapped her away and both of them are 

on the run.  Hence, the FIR was lodged.  

 

2) On receipt of the FIR, it was registered u/s 366-A of IPC against the 

accused Ainul Haque. The police went to the place of occurrence and 

recorded the statements of the available witnesses. After the victim was 

recovered she was sent for recording her statement u/s 164 CrPC. Medical 

examination of the victim was not done. On completion of investigation, a 

prima facie case having appeared, the IO submitted charge sheet against 

accused person Ainul Haque u/s 366-A IPC to stand trial in open court.  

 

3) Cognizance of the offence was taken against the accused Ainul Haque 

by Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur and after appearance of the 

accused, the case was committed to Hon’ble Sessions Judge, Sonitpur 

(Tezpur), and thereafter the case was made over to this Court for disposal. 

Accordingly, this Court took-up the trial of the case and considering the 

materials available on Case Record and Case Diary and prima facie case 

having appeared u/s 366 IPC against the accused Ainul Haque, charge was 

framed and the contents of the offence was read over and explained to the 

accused person, to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. To 

prove the offence u/s 366 IPC against the accused person, the prosecution 

side examined only 2 (two) witnesses, same being, PW1 Sri Bapu Kumar 

Damai (complainant) & PW2 –Smt. Ranjita Devi @ Asmina Begum (victim). 

To substantiate his claim, defence did not examine any witness. The accused 

person’s case, as could be ascertained from cross-examination of the 

prosecution witness was that of total denial. 
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4) The point for determination is whether the accused Md. Ainul 

Haque on or about 16-04-2010, at around 10 a.m., kidnapped (abduct) Smt. 

Ranjita Devi, sister of the informant, with intent (or knowing it to be likely) 

that she might be compelled to marry the accused against her will or in order 

(or knowing it to be likely) that she might be forced (or seduced) to illicit 

intercourse with the accused with the accused thus, committing an offence 

u/s 366 IPC. 

 

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS & REASONS THEREOF: 

5) The complainant Sri Bapu Kr. Damai deposed as PW-1 & stated that 

the victim is his sister and on the date of incident she was 16 years old. 

Around 3-4 years after of the incident the victim returned to the house of the 

accused and police recovered her from there and the accused was arrested. 

PW1 came to know that victim and the accused got married & living together 

as husband wife in the accused’s house. During cross-examination he stated 

that out of the wedlock the victim and the accused have two children. The 

victim Smt. Ranjita Devi @ Asmina Begum deposed as PW-2 & stated that 

she was in love with the accused & around 10 years back she eloped with 

him. When they returned back to the village the police arrested the accused 

and produced her before the Magistrate for recording my statement and my 

medical examination was also done. During cross-examination he stated that 

they have two children out of the wedlock, aged 4 years and 6 years. 

Presently, she and accused stay together as husband and wife.  
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6) Thus, evidence is clear that the victim ran away with the accused herself 

and there was no coercion or enticing by the accused. However, the Indian 

Penal Code is clear that if a minor goes with our own choice her consent is no 

consent at all and it becomes a punishable offence. Thus, I hold that 

prosecution successfully proved the accused guilty u/s 366 IPC beyond all 

reasonable doubt.  

 

7) Now, examining whether it is a fit case to release the accused Md. Ainul 

Haque under the Probation of Offender’s Act. It is seen that the accused and 

the victim are now married and have two children out of the wedlock, aged 4 

years and 6 years and during trial the convicted accused has been found to be 

in good behavior and law abiding. It also appears that he has permanent 

residential address in the locality. Under the facts and circumstances and for 

ends of justice the accused Ainul Haque is released on probation for good 

conduct and directed to keep the peace and be of good behavior. He be 

released on his entering into a bond without sureties, to appear and receive 

sentence when called upon within three years from passing of this judgment. 

 

A copy of the judgment to be given to the convicted-accused Ainul 

Haque free of cost.  

 

Judgment is sealed, signed and delivered on this the 11th August’ 2017. 

 

 

(Munmun B.Sarma) 

Asstt. Sessions Judge 

Tezpur, Sonitpur 


